
Lenten Search
WHERE: inside and out

Read a scripture then look for that item and put it in your icetrays. If the item isn't available, try for
something close (i.e. not many of us have a palm leaf lying around, so find a leaf of some kind.) OR you

can always draw the item... Any 12 of the 13 items works! 

 

Cool Ice Tray Hunts
Nature’s Rainbow

WHERE: outside to look for colors in nature. 
It's not just green and brown! Tell them to get very close to the tree trunks and get down on their hands
and knees to really see the colors on the ground. Look at the undersides of leaves. You will find colors

you never thought were there--purple streaks in rocks and turquoise patches of lichen!
 Use the ice trays to collect a sample of each color of the rainbow. Or you can divide them into groups

and give each group a color to find--orange, yellow, red, purple--and see which group can find the
most examples of shades of their color.

 

John 12:13 - People waved these and shouted 'Hosannah!' 

Matthew 26:26 - Use this to make a sandwich. Make sure to eat it after you've finished. 

Matthew 26:27 - Can you find something that might hold what this does?

Matthew 26:14-15 - Extra points if you find one on the street!

Luke 22:60 - What covers this bird's body? 

John 19:2 - This one was made of thorns. Can you make another kind?

John 19:24 - You might find this in one of your board games. You roll it before you move. 

Luke 23:26 - Simon carried this for Jesus. Make a small one

John 19:39-40 - Jesus' friends used these on his body after he died. Any kind will do.  

John 20:1 - Mary could see into Jesus' tomb because this had been moved. 

Luke 24:12 - Peter saw this left in the tomb where Jesus was buried. 

John 15:9-10 - Make or find something that shows the word Jesus used 5 times.

Matthew 28:2-3 - Can you find the color the angel wore? 



Ice Cold Inside Hunt
 Label the compartments of your ice trays with the numbers 1-12.  
Points for the most creative interpretations of these things listed. 

 
1. Something sticky                                        7.Something important
2.Something light                                          8.Something round
3. Something sharp                                        9. Something fluffy
4. Something from another place                10. Something perfectly straight
5. Something bright                                      11. Something that makes noise
6. Something surprising                                12. Something beautiful

 This is where the Holy Spirit claims us in baptism.

Around our Church Hunt
This takes a little set up. Print and cut list into strips. Number your icetray compartments. Each tray

should have one of each strip in each ice tray. Seekers read and figure out which location to visit in the
church. Go there and talk about what happens in these spaces. 

1.

   2.  This is where we gather to be fed by the Holy Spirit with the bread of life and the cup of  

        salvation. 

   3.  This book points us to the living Word, the Christ who is present in each of us in Spirit.

   4.  Like in your home, this place is where the cookies are made and people are fed. 

   5.  Our preachers stand here each Sunday to proclaim the good news! 

   6.  It's not the sanctuary, but we're 'schooled' about Jesus here. 

   7.  The music makers gather here to lead the congregation in worship.

   8.  Many ministers have this space to study and write their sermons. What else is here? 

   9.  There might be many pieces of this in your church building. These are symbols that help us

        think about our faith. 

   10. Lots of churches have a space where things like the Advent wreath, paraments, candles, 

        and other things we use during worship are stored. Does yours? 

   11.  Worshippers sit here during worship. What do you find in here? 

   12. We might gather here for meals and other fun activities. Fellowship happens here!

Bonus activity: Print a small puzzle for each seeker. It could be a Bible verse or picture. Cut it into small
pieces and place a piece for each participant at each space. Assemble the puzzle to finish the hunt.  


